My dear Hallie Cawne,

It has been in my mind for

some time to write to you again.

But I hoped to have a

talk with you which is part of the

any writing. My two weeks

here;

I went first to all, Buxton and you

in the "Abercrombie". We

were in preparing programme,

of Mr. I then a very with them

for what is meant. The idea is simply
Yo no shall be the American Congress
vision. The thing is already well started
of in America and I hope taking up leg
food which at home we will eat. The Council
in Sweden or the last has been largely responsible
since their papers are printed. I understand
a message to write to you, to Mr. Jay
in order to bring to my friend in you,
many of these in the interest of engagements
of the health. You have so many friends
in America that you know in the title
would he sent help of shipbuilding. Observe
not apart from the modest curves, no unity
is aimed of the Council what Council
approval & consideration to the many things of
it moves in their way. For instance, Lord
Brooke will have a party for the H. J.
Lords - and You all are the H. J.'s London.
the Archers club for dinner & I hope you're people will join.

(rather petty) - I enclose 2 cards in case you are in London
a week hence. I fear, the more so, will not have

you reported.

The New Trust in the Pensions Scheme of the Archers Society

herself already, please get the Archers to the last word in their

in our district to their members only. We, having

welcomed literature into profession, broke them in at age 16.

I am estimated, but for few hundred a year with need at the

funds which would fall under the head - The R. L. L. found, which

not from annual hand receipts, but money only royalty

to cover every year one of admit cases which have been

but one ever honestly. We enjoyed very much about a dozen. I am

remember how shall amount to 1000 and upwards. And others an

mostly annual subscriptions. And 1.65 in 1892, the

their a year for one of the most successful. I think, considering

the annual sales of The Charities' "Am I Miss Bulwer?" the annual sales

of literature for support.

I am hoping that Germany is a week a hero, and hope finding a

visit Thursday - mean but I receive any letter which you

very sincerely, Walter Morell.